
The Seraphina Collection by Anna French

Beauty in natural movements. I am often inspired by the simple designs of nature around me. Poised butterfl ies 

fl utter amongst wooded areas full of fl owers, trees and foliage or the elegant scrolls of iron palace gates make 

a charming motif. Seraphina is a collection of wallpapers that celebrates everyday treasures in a sophisticated 

palette of harmonious hues. – Anna French

Newark, NJ -- The Seraphina Collection by Anna French is a lavish collection of wallpaper that features 

patterns inspired by nature.  Modish colorways range from silver and charcoal neutrals to citron and lavendar 

brights.  All patterns are printed on non-woven paper.

Meaning “winged gift,” Seraphina is the title pattern of the collection.  The colorful butterfl ies elegantly fl utter

among branches and leaves with hints of metallic throughout.

Klein Trellis’ delicate scalloped edges mirror Tunisia Trellis Embroidery from the Symphony collection.  Colorways 

include metallic on grounds of silver, navy, aqua and citron, white on neutral and black on white.

Verey is a fl oral damask pattern named after Rosemary Verey, an English gardener who planted and maintained

beautiful gardens around Barnsley House, a Cotswold countryside retreat.

Zane is a small-scale, contemporary geometric. 

The welcoming wintery trees of Winfell Forest are reminiscent of English woodland areas.  Colorways include 

classic black and white, white and citron, and aqua, grey, pearl and netural with metallic accent.

Surrey Woods is a modern wood cut pattern named after a deeply wooded area southeast of London.  It is a 
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beautiful, more subtle depiction of the “faux bois” trend.

A slightly printed texture enhances silhouetted garden images of fl owers, trees, birds and leaves in Garden

Silhouette.

Inspired by the gates that lead to famous palaces, Palace Gate is a large-scale wallpaper with inviting scrolls.

Braxton Texture is a hand-painted design whose colorways encompass metallic pearl, netural, silver, gold and 

aqua.

The large scale of mid-evil Brock Trellis has a subtle textured look. 

Fall in love with Spotted Orchid, a large-scale art-deco pattern of wild spotted orchids available in an array of 

colorways.

The Seraphina Collection and other Anna French collections are available through interior designers and 

fi ne decorating stores worldwide.  Please visit www.annafrench.co.uk to view patterns and decorating ideas, 

and to obtain the names of local dealers.  For more information, please call our toll free number at 

(800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.  Anna French is a division of Thibaut.
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Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known 

for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color 

palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team. 

Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers 

and consumers have been attracted to the fi rm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print 

fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more 

information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.


